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WEEKLY VOCABULARY AND SPELLING 33

SECTION
   2

Members in Good Standing Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
12

advocate (AD vuh kit)  N.  one who argues
in favor of  (Gloria Steinem, a leader in the
Women’s Rights movement, is an
advocate of equal rights for all.)

affiliation (uh FIL ee AY shuhn)  N.
association; connection  (Jeffrey
maintained his affiliation with a chamber
music group while he was in school.)

assimilate (uh SIM uh LAYT)  V.  to
incorporate into or become a part of an
existing culture  (When the Normans
conquered England in 1066, they refused
to assimilate into the Anglo-Saxon
culture.)

brotherhood (BRUHTH ur HUD)  N.  an
association of men united for a common
purpose  (Maxwell has been recruited to
join the secret brotherhood of the
Masons.)

coalition (KOH uh LISH uhn)  N.  a union or
alliance  (The AFL-CIO is a coalition of
several trade unions.)

comprise (kuhm PRYZ)  V.  to include; to
contain  (The new committee will
comprise labor and management leaders.)

constituent (kuhn STICH oo uhnt)  N.  a
person represented by an elected official
(Senator Baker is having lunch with a
constituent of his.)

conventional (kuhn VEN shuh nuhl)  ADJ.
established by general usage, practice, or
standards   (A suit and tie are considered
conventional dress for a businessman.)

credo (KREE doh)  N.  a statement of
beliefs  (Moose Lodge members recite
their credo at the beginning of each
meeting.)

defunct (di FUHNGKT)  ADJ.  no longer
existing; dead  (The Association of
Procrastinators is now defunct due to
scheduling problems.)

emeritus (i MER i tuhs)  ADJ.  holding title
of previous rank; retired  (A professor
emeritus retains all privileges but no
longer teaches.)

fellowship (FEL oh SHIP)  N.  a union of
equals sharing common interests
(Emmanuel joined the fellowship, but he
is not committed to the cause.)

mediate (MEE dee AYT)  V.  to resolve
differences by acting as a go-between  (A
prominent leader will mediate between
the community and local police.)

meritorious (MER i TOR ee uhs)  ADJ.
honorable; deserving reward (Nominees
for the Nobel Peace Prize are chosen for
meritorious contributions to world peace.)

orientation (OR ee en TAY shuhn)  N.  an
introduction to a new position or
environment  (The university has a day-
long orientation for incoming freshmen.)

parliamentarian (PAHR luh men TAIR ee uhn)
N.  an expert in parliamentary procedure
(A parliamentarian observed the meeting
to ensure that procedures were correctly
followed.)

philanthropy (fi LAN thruh pee)  N.  the
promotion of human well-being, especially
through donation  (Many public libraries
were built due to Andrew Carnegie’s
philanthropy.)

placard (PLAK AHRD)  N.  a poster or sign
(One placard carried by strikers accused
management of unfair labor practices.)

recipient (ri SIP ee uhnt)  N.  one who
receives  (To be a recipient of a college
scholarship, one must score well on
qualifying examinations.)

solicit (suh LIS it)  V.  to petition; to urge
through persuasion  (Cult members used
unscrupulous methods to solicit new
members.)

All the words in this lesson may be associated with organizations.


